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Fgo little santa alter farming guide

After a crazy 24 hours of maintenance, Padoru Padoru has finally arrived! Here's a video guide for everyone you need to know about the Christmas Restart event! Here you will find details of the event, an agricultural guide and a servant analysis for Archer Jailter and Isttar. Or if you prefer to read, here's
a transcript (don't mind my hints!): Campaign information: It's sad Noel who comes at us where we have to save the adorable loli trio of Jalter lily, Nursery Rhyme and Jack the Ripper. Can you help them find their way into the ocean? Will Jalter ever find out what it means to be a good Santa? Will we get
more masks wearing masked freaks thinking that the mask is doing something to hide your identity? Find out more and more for the next episode of FGO! Event summary period: 11/12 - 11/20 And so we begin little Santa Alter Re-Vival Lite, rebooting the last years of the XMAS event starring Jeanne
d'Arc Alter Santa Lily. She will join our Chaldei temporarily at the beginning of the event. To have her permanent Masters must complete the main line of tasks, which is easy to do by masters in each level. we'll talk about it a little cutie later. As usual, you need to clear the First Singularity to take part. *
Move to the Main Story section * First, let's talk about Main Story Quest. A new main quest is unlocked every day and the first 2 missions are available on the first day. A total of 7 main story quests are available, so the final main task will be available on November 17. * Move to the farm items section *
Items to grow / Guide Next is everyone's favorite activity: agriculture! Here's an agricultural guide for this year's xmas rerun event: Items to grow are: Miracle Stockings, which are used to buy spins in the lotto. For the currency clearing shop we have Cakes: From left to right in this image we have:
Fruitcake, which is the currency of gold, Shortcake as silver currency and cheesecake as bronze. I'll talk about roulette content and stores later, but first let's get to how best to get these currencies. * Go to event drop bonus image * Event minions For these events, plenty of staff will give you bonuses for
currency drops, so make sure you have the right one in your party (and in the support list). Even low-level undeveloped workers can be useful in the backline to increase drops. In the case of the golden currency Fruitcake, the following servants increase the rate of decline: our Christmas well-being jalter
Lily, Ishtar Archer and Amakusa. For the silver currency Shortcake, the following servants: Jack, Jalter, Rym Nursery, Martha Rider, Emiya Archer, Altria Santa Alter and Jeanne. For bronze cheesecake: Mash!, Kid Gil, Kotarou, Ushiwakamaru, Cursed Arm, Caster Gilles, Jing Ke, Leonidas, Asterios,
Mata Hari and Tawara Touta. Whew! What a huge Cast. * Scroll down * Event CE Now let's talk drop bonus CE. First, First have event 5 * CE Solemn Supper Night. This will increase the declines in the case of stockings miricle Stockings, our lotto currency. 4 of them will be available for purchase in the
event store and will have the ability to drop when filling event nodes. Buying them in the store should be a priority. This is a really great CE to use with the event too, but we'll talk about it more in the analysis section later. * Scroll down * There are 3 gacha CE that will increase our declines: For the golden
currency fruitcake we have 5 * CE A moment of peaceFor silver currency shortcake: 4 * CE Reading on Holy NightFor copper cheesecake currency 3 * CE Saint's Invitation * Switch to Google Doc * So the next question is: What nodes are best for holding? This event has everyones favorites: fenced time
freeing up the best currency growing knots. The event is limited in time with the best release nodes later, so masters can find themselves in agriculture with less efficient nodes to achieve their goals. Here's a basic guide to how/when to farm currencies. Ofc, clear all free tasks once. Until powder snow
difficulty Quest opens on November 13th, farm cheesecakes from 10 AP Node. If you're done cheesecake, go to node 20 AP and fruitcakes farm. When 40 AP Powder Snow Node releases, farm cheesecakes for all cheesecake shop products are purchased. 40 SNOWFlakes AP FQ unlocks 11/15 and
will be your place for gold fruit currency and silver currency for short cake. Try to balance your currency bonuses to complete both currencies at the same time. 40 AP Blizzard quest opens at 11/17 and is the best place to get stockings. Move here after you get all the other currency needs first, as these
nodes drop stocks as well. This knot is only for a short time, and is a good place to use apples if you need to clear the lotto. * Scroll to Lotto * Now that we know how to grow our currencies, let's take a look at what we can buy with them! First in the lotto: Unlike the first gear degenerate, there will be a limit
of 10 lotto boxes. So save your madness for the main Christmas event coming up. The most important Lotto items are: 4 x Gilles de Rais Dolls: xmas Jalter Lilies Ascension MaterialSilver Exchange, which adds it permanently to chaldeaBuche de Noel: it gives you extra copies to increase the NP level
when you add it with a silver exchange ticket. Upgrade items: Octuplet Crystals, Snake Gems, Void Dust, and DICe. Skill Gems of different shapes and sizesSzt, Apples, Mana Prisms, Friend of POints and a good source of QP. Smorgasbord treats. There is a reason why Lotto events are so look forward
to. For events in the store! * Scroll down * You can almost check it out for yourself, but the most important thing in the store is: First priority: CE Night SupperExtra copies xmas jalter lily for for its NP4* FousHearts! Phoenix FeathersSs, seeds and evidence. * Scroll back to Jalter lily image exchange *
Quick summary of how to get/max xmas Lily Jalter: She temporarily joins the startFinish main task and clear the lotto 5 box to get a replacement ticket to add it permanently. Clear the first 4 lotto boxes to get a Gille de Rais doll for her ascension itemsUUU Use the Buche to Noel you receive from the lotto
to buy extra copies to pick up her NP *Scroll down to challenge Quest* Last but not least. The new Challenge quest will be available to masters who cleared the Ultimate Singularity after deleting the last main task. * Scroll up to Jalter Lily's Face * We'll now go for some analysis. The well-being of this
year's Christmas Rerun, dragon witch Jeanne d'Arc Alter, also known as Santa Lily or Jailter, is up to nothing good as tar but fiesta of AoE Buster Lancer. Like her predecessor, Santa Alter, Smolter shines the most when hired as an off-support or farmer, thanks in part to her NP Battery and massive
buster efficiency, she even proves to be a surprisingly resilient servant when active and passive skills combined giving her an impressively high resistance debuff that allows her to shrug off many debilitating effects. However, for all her strengths, not without her catalysms, the short time of her offensive
buffs and the lack of diversity when her mana outburst is used and her I.M.A. is fired, Santa Lily may find herself trying to contribute to the party for the damage. Still, Jalter Lily remains a cute servant and invaluable prosperity due to the fact that AoE Lancer with battery, Jailter beaten in use only by Karna
(who breaks her even on NP 1), and Lartoria (due to 50% battery and party support). Her skills include Saints Gift C, Self-Upheaval A and Ephemeral Dream EX; her first skill, such as her predecessor, which acts as a targeted aid, restoring a moderate amount of HP while giving them 3-bad boost to
increase their Critical Star Generation by 30%. Her second skill, which appears as a static 20% NP Battery, ranks in this skill, giving her resistance for a three-turn extension that starts at 20% and scales up to 50%. This, combined with passive debuff resistance, can give Smolter an impressive 71%
debuff resistance for three turns. Her third and final skill gives Jailter one of the highest mana multipler explosions in the game, at the top of the 1st round of self-invincible. However, it is not without tearing, as is its edgier counterpart dealing 1200 damage and approaching 6t cooldown at maximum rank.
What skills to use with due regard or when strictly agriculture, when CD or demerit may not come up. Her IAS is quite simple AoE Slayer, which reduces enemy resistance by 10% and gives its allies increased attack and healing effectiveness only Turn what both debuff and buff difficult to use with its
allies, but for agricultural purposes and clearing waves will serve most people brilliantly. Combined with Kscope it can fire its NP off for fast machn and agriculture. *Scroll down and play NP* New summoning banner *Move to the summoning banner page.* We also see the return of your favorite Rin-face
ARcher: Ishtar on the 2018 Christmas summoning banner. In the segment Tal tells us how it is, here is his analysis of Ishtar: Ishtar-Inanna, goddess of Venus, love and war, and Tsun and Dere. Ishtar is a strong AoE Buster Archer, with a set that is as aggressive and whimsical as The Goddess of
Personality Tsun. Her NP is a highly harmful AoE that is matched only by the Hero King himself against non-servant battles, at least until her NP Interlude in two years, when Ishtar receives a buff that allows the Queen of Heaven to rise above her competition. Ishtar is an extremely strong farmer who can
not only function as a critic, but also share love, also strengthening his allies. And as heavy a crime as her set may seem, Ishtar's ass is not nearly as defenseless as it can be to lead to faith; with the chance of invincience associated with a huge NP battery, high HP value for SSR archers and high innate
debuff resistance from their passive. Ishtar, however, is not without its flaws, even with everything that is going for her. With only one quick card, one hit on her buster card, and no innate star absorption, Ishtar will fight to generate the stars needed to fuel her critical game on her own. Htara's three skills
are Beauty Rank B, Gleaming Brilliant Crown Rank A, and Mana Burst (Jewels) Rank A+. Her first skill is a 20% attack and critique damage bonus with a maximum rank of 3 turns and 5 cooldowns. Her second skill and attraction as a star is, for example, battery, which grants Ishtar a 50% NP Charge
while still has an 80% chance of pierce's invincible or invincibleness for 1 turn. Allowing Ishtar to stay safe whenever he needs to, while punishing those who despise her. Her third and final skill is a unique approach to the Many Bursts series, which manifests itself as 1 turn of delayed boost, which gives
Ishtar a 50% attack per turn when triggered. With CD 3 spins at max rank, skills can be used quite often to help balance awkwardness during this strong offensive boost. Her passive skills are much simpler than her active skills, Magic Resistance A and Goddess' Essence B, which gives her a big 44.5%
increase in debuff resistance, and her passive further increases her critical potential with independent Action A, giving her an additional 10% damage from Finally we come to Noble Phantasm Ishtara, Gal Ta Ki gal Šè A ++, the extremely powerful AoE Buster Noble Phantasm, which packs the built-in
Buster Buster Reload. NP Iishtara and 50% NP Battery makes it an invaluable farmer who can fire his NP in subsequent rounds with the right combination of CE and supports, while dealing heavy damage to all enemies. While after releasing her non-servant injuries are comparable to gilgamesh, np
interlude post becomes a power that forces everyone to recognize her strength. Especially when combined with the SSR CE known as Black Grail, capable of improving Ishtar's already respectable damage to incredible levels. Her NP isn't without flaws, however, as she lacks time with her third skill or the
continuation of NPs when she's on a CD can leave her feeling damage weak even with built-in buster effectiveness. However, when it comes to agriculture, there is little this goddess leaves wanting, and few can survive the chain buster of this goddess Tsun. CE Anaylsis latest, but not least, our favorite
bad-civ announcer Neil has some comments on CE for now: Neil says: I will say however that both 5 stars and 4 CE stars are some of the best of their kind and have a high utility of one giving 15% to the piece and fast and eg profit when mlb and others giving 20% eg profit and 20% eg damage which is



quite amazing. However, as I said, CE are not so big that it's an event as we'll be getting employees that increase the decline of items. There is a good spread this year as well, so you should have at least one servant for each mat, even as a non-whale. This CE is one of the best prosperity 5 CE stars we
have in the game. It is at the Golden Sumo level as a 50% CE battery with additional effects. When Sumo gives you a flat 15% attack bonus, which is amazing, HNS gives the minion a 15% critical damage bonus and a 15% buff to NP damage per mlb. So get you one. Besides, who does not like drunk
Jalter. Back to the santa santa movie
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